Subject: Discrepancy in Admit Cards for NTS Stage-II Exam 2019-20

It has been noticed that some of the candidates those who have downloaded e-Admit Cards for NTS Stage-II exam 2019-20 to be scheduled on 14th February, 2021 have noted certain discrepancies with respect to spellings of names/category status/disability status etc.

All such candidates those who have noticed such discrepancies are advised to mention correct details on OMR Sheets provided in the examination hall. They should mention the correct social category and disability status as reflected in their NTS Stage-I result declared by their respective State/UTs. All these candidates must attach valid copy of caste/category status along with e-admit card and submit it to the invigilator in the exam hall. These corrections will be made at the later stage after verification. A request letter for changes to be incorporated with respect to spellings of names may also be submitted to the invigilator in the examination hall.

OBC (NCL) candidates must ensure that they belong to OBC (NCL) of the central list otherwise they will be considered in general pool.
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